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SOME CHAPTERS FROM AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE
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EDITOK'S NOTE. — It has been thought —I had sent him a book I had written,
proper to close this series of selected chap- and he had done what he was always doters from the story of Mark Twain's life ing—acknowledged it with a kindly letter.
with some account of the years when the
I made my thanks now an excuse for
author of this history was associated witli
the great humorist in a friendship which addressing him. I t warmed me to hear
only ended with the death of the latter in him say that he remembered the book,
1910. The exigencies of magazine publica- though at the time I confess I thought it
tion have all along made it necessary to doubtful. Then he was gone; but the
omit many episodes fully as interesting as mind and ear had photographed those
any presented, and we must now pass over vivid first impressions that remain alwith a word that dramatic foreign period ways clear.
of ten years: the brilliant winter in BerI t was the following spring that I next
lin; the winters in Florence and Paris when
he was struggling to save his tottering for- saw him—at an afternoon gathering—and
tunes, and wrote Joan of Arc; his business the memory of that occasion is chiefly
failure; his association with II. H. Rogers; important because I met Mrs. Clemens
his heroic lecture tour around the world to there for the only time, and like all who
pay his debts; the tragedy of Susy Clem- met her. however briefly, felt the gentleens's death; the winters in Vienna, where ness and beauty of her.spirit.
his house was known as the " Second EmI t was more than three years before
bassy," because of the distinguished com- I saw him again. Meantime, a sort of
pany that nocked there; his final return
to America, with debts all paid and fortunes acquaintance had progressed. I had been
restored, welcomed and honored as a con- engaged in writing the life of Thomas
queror; summoned at last by England, who ISfast, the cartoonist, and I had found
conferred upon him her highest literary among- the material a number of letters
rank and surpassed even his own nation in to Nast from Mark Twain. I was natlavish homage.
urally anxious to use those fine characteristic letters, and I wrote him for
T was at the end of 1901 that I first his consent. H e wished to see the letters,
met Mark Twain — at The Players and the permission that followed was
Club on a night when he made the kindness itself. His admiration of Nast
Founder's Address, always given when the was very great.
It was proper, under the circumstances,
old year meets the new.
I was not able to arrive in time for the to send him a copy of the book when it
address, but as I reached the head of the appeared; but that was 1904, for him a
stairs I saw him sitting on the couch at year of sorrow and absence,* and the
the dining-room entrance, talking earnest- matter was postponed. Then came the
ly to some one, who, as I remember it, great night of his seventieth birthday dindid not enter into my consciousness at ner, with an opportunity to thank him
all. I saw only that crown of white hair, in person for the use of the letters.
that familiar profile, and heard the slow There was only a brief exchange of words,
modulations of his measured speech. I and it was the next day, I think, that
was surprised to see how frail and old he I sent him a copy of the book. I t did not
occur to me that I should hear of it again.
looked.
We step back a moment here. SomeHe rose presently to go, and came directly toward me. A year before I had
* Mrs. Clemens died in Florence, Italy,
done what new writers were always doing June 5.

I
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thing more than a year earlier, through
a misunderstanding, Mark Twain's long
association with The Players had been
severed. It was a sorrow to him, and a
still greater sorrow to the club. There
was a movement among what ia generally
known as the " R o u n d Table Group"—
because its members have long had a habit
of lunching at a large, round table in a
certain window — to bring him back
again. David Munro, associate editor of
The North American
Review—"David,"
a man well loved of men—and Robert
Reid, the painter, prepared this simple
document:
To
MARK TWAIN
from

is done by one or more of the members
in the private dining-room, where there
is a single large table that holds twentyfive, even thirty when expanded to its
limit. That room and that table have
mingled with much distinguished entertainment.
A letter came to me which said that
those who had signed the plea for the
Prince's return were going to welcome
him in the private dining-room on the
5th of January. I t was not an invitation,
but a gracious privilege. I was in New
York a day or two in advance of the date,
and I think David Munro was the first
person I met at The Players. As he
greeted me his eyes were eager with
something he knew I would wish to hear.
THE CLANSMEN
He had been delegated to propose the
dinner to Mark Twain, and had found
" Will ye no come back again?
Will ye no come back again?
him propped up in bed, and noticed on
Better lo'ed ye canna be,
the table near him a copy of the Nast
Will ye no come back again?"
book. I suspect that Munro had led him
to speak of it, and that the result had lost
I t was signed by Munro and by Eeid
nothing filtered through that radiant
and about thirty others, and it touched
benevolence of his.
Mark Twain deeply. The lines had alThe night of January 5, 1906, remains
ways moved him. He wrote:
a memory apart from other dinners.
To ROUT. EEID AND THE OTHERS.—
Brander Matthews presided, and Gilder
WELL - BELOVED. — Surely those lovely
verses went to Prince Charlie's heart, if he was there, and Frank Millet and Willard
had one, & certainly they have gone to Metcalf and Robert Reid, and a score
mine. I shall be glad and proud to come of others; some of them are dead now,
back again after such a moving & beauti- David Munro among them. I t so hapful compliment as this from comrades whom pened that my seat was nearly facing the
I have loved so long. I hope you can poll guest of the evening, who, by custom of
the necessary vote; I know you will try, at The Players, is placed at the side and
any rate. It will be many months before I
can foregather with you, for this black bor- not at the end of the long table. H e was
der is not perfunctory, not a convention; no longer frail and thin, as when I had
it symbolizes the loss of one whose memory first met him. H e had a robust, rested
look; his complexion had the tints of a
is the only thing I worship.
It is not necessary for me to thank you miniature painting. Lit by the glow of
—& words could not deliver what I feel, the shaded candles, relieved against the
anyway. I will put the contents of your dusk richness of the walls, he made a
envelope in the small casket where I keep picture of striking beauty. One could not
the things which have become sacred to take his eyes from it, and to one guest at
me.
S. L. C.
least it stirred the farthest memories. I
So the matter was temporarily held in suddenly saw the interior of a farm-house
abeyance until he should return to social sitting-room in the Middle West, where
life. At the completion of his seventieth I had first heard uttered the name of
year the club had taken action, and Mark Mark Twain, and where night after night
Twain had been brought back, not in the a group gathered around the evening
regular order of things, but as an honor- lamp to hear the tale of the first pilary life member without duos or duties. grimage, which, to a boy of eight, had
There was only one other member of this seemed only a wonderful poem and fairy
tale. To Charles Harvey Genung. who
class, Sir Henry Irving.
The Players, as a club, does not give sat next to me, I whispered something
dinners. "Whatever is done in that way of this, and how, during the thirty-six
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years since then, no other human being
to me had meant quite what Mark Twain
had meant—in literature, in life, in the
ineffable thins which means more than
either, and which we call '' inspiration "
for lack of a truer word. Now here ho
was, just across the table.
Tie was the fairy tale come
true.
Genung said:
" Y o u should write his
life."
His remark seemed a
pleasant courtesy, and was •
put aside as such. When
he persisted I attributed it
to the general bloom of the
occasion, and a little to the
wine, maybe, for the dinner
was in the sweetest stage
just then—that happy, early
stage when the first glass of
champagne, or the second,
has proved its quality. He
urged, in support of his
idea, the word that Munro
had brought concerning the
Nast book, but nothing of
what he said kindled any
spark of hope. I could not
but believe that some one
with a larger equipment of
experience, personal friendship, and abilities had already been selected for the
task. By and by the speaking began — delightful, intimate speaking in that restricted circle — and t h e
matter went out of my
mind.
When the dinner had
ended, and we were drifting
about the table in general tal
found an opportunity to say a word
to the guest of the evening' about his
Joan of Arc, which I had recently reread. To my happiness, he detained me
while ho told me the long-ago incident
which had led to his interest, not only in
the martyred girl, but in all literature.
I think we broke up soon after, and descended to the lower rooms. At any rate,
T presently found the faithful Charles
Genung privately reasserting to me the
proposition that I should undertake the
biography of Mark Twain. Perhaps it
VOL. CXXV.—NO
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was the brief sympathy established by
the name of Joan of Arc, perhaps it was
only Genuug's insistent purpose — his
faith, if 1 may be permitted the word.
Whatever it was, there came an impulse,
in the instant of bidding good-by to our

AURK

TWAIN

DICTATING

IN

DtD

guest of honor, which prompted me to
say:
" May T call to see you, Mr. Clemens,
some day ?"
And something prompted him to answer :
" Yes, come soon."
This was on Wednesday night, or rather
on Thursday morning, for it was past
midnight, and a day later I made an
appointment with his secretary to call
on Saturday.
I can say truly that I set out with no
more lhan the barest hope of success.

750.—115
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and wondering if I should have the detailed story of personality and percourage, when I saw him, even to sug- formance, of success and failure—was of
gest the thought in my mind. I know course another matter, and that for such
1 did not have the courage to confide in a work no arrangement had been made.
(ienung that I had made an appointment He may have added one or two other
—I was so sure it would fail. 1 arrived general remarks; then, turning those
at 21 Eifth Avenue and was shown into piercing agate-blue eyes directly upon me,
that long library and drawing-room com- he said:
bined, and found a curious and deep in" When would you like to begin ?"
terest in the books and ornaments along
There was a dresser with a large mirthe shelves as I waited. Then I was ror behind him. I happened to catch my
summoned, and I remember ascending reflection in it, and I vividly recollect
the stairs, wondering why I had come on saying to it mentally: " T h i s is not true;
so futile an errand, and trying to think it is only one of many similar dreams/'
of an excuse to offer for having come But even in a dream one must answer,
at all.
and I said:
H e was propped up in bed—in that
"Whenever you like. I can begin
stately bed—sitting, as was his habit, now."
with his pillows placed at the foot, so
H e was always eager in any new unthat he might have always before him dertaking.
ihe rich, carved beauty of its headboard.
" Very good," he said. " The sooner,
He was delving through a copy of then, the better. Let's begin while we
Huckleberry Finn, in search of a para- are in the humor. The longer you postgraph concerning which some random pone a thing of this kind the less likely
correspondent had asked explanation. you are ever to get at it."
He was commenting unfavorably on this
This was on Saturday, as I have stated.
correspondent and on miscellaneous let- I asked if Tuesday, January 9th, would
ter-writing in general. He pushed the be too soon to begin. He agreed that
cigars toward me, and the talk of these Tuesday would do, and inquired somematters ran along and blended into others thing about my plan of work. Of course
more or less personal. By and by I told I had formed nothing definite, but I said
him what so many thousands had told that in similar undertakings a part of
him before: what he had meant to me, the work had been done with a stenogrecalling the childhood impressions of rapher, who had made the notes while I
that large, black-and-gilt-eovered book prompted the subject to recall a proceswith its wonderful pictures and ad- sion of incidents and episodes, to be supventures—the Mediterranean pilgrimage. plemented with every variety of material
Very likely it bored him—he had heard obtainable—letters and other documentit so often—and he was willing enough, ary accumulations. Then he said:
I dare say, to let me change the subject
" I think I should enjoy dictating to
and thank him for the kindly word which a stenographer, with some one to prompt
David Munro had brought. I do not re- me and to act as audience. The room
member what ho said then, but I sud- adjoining this was fitted up for my study.
denly found myself suggesting that out My manuscripts and notes and private
of his encouragement had grown a hope books and many of my letters are there,
—though certainly it was something less and there are a trunkful or two of such
—that I might some day undertake a things in the attic. I seldom use the
book about himself. I expected the chap- room myself. I do my writing and readter to end at this point, and his silence ing in bed. I will turn that room over
which followed seemed long and ominous. to you for this work. Whatever you need
H e said, at last, that at various times will be brought to you. We can have
through his life he had been preparing the dictation here in the morning, and
some autobiographical matter, but that you can put in the rest of the day to
he had tired of the undertaking and had suit yourself. You can have a key and
put it aside. He added that he had come and go as you please."
hoped his daughters would one day collect his letters; but that a biography—a
On Tuesday, January 9, 1906, I was
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on hand with a capable stenographer, of his features as his fancies and phrases
one who had successively and success- passed in mental review and were acfully held secretarial positions with cepted or waved aside. We were watching
Charles Dudley Warner and Mrs. Mary one of the great literary creators of his
Mapes Dodge, and was therefore peculiar- time in the very process of his architecture. We constituted about the most
ly qualified for the work in hand.
select audience in
Mark Twain,
the world enjoymeantime, had
ing what
was,
been revolving our
likely enough, its
plans and adding
most remarkable
some features of
entertainment.
his own. Ho proWhen he turned
posed to double
at last and inthe value and inquired the time,
terest of our emwe w e r e
all
ployment by letamazed that two
ting his dictations
hours and more
continue the form
had slipped away.
of some earlier auThe dictations
tobiographical
thus begun conchapters, begun in
t i n u e d steadily
1885, and conf r o m week to
t i n n e d later in
week, and always
Vienna and Florw i t h increasing
ence. Tie said he
charm. We never
did not think he
knew what he was
could
follow
g o i n g to t a l k
a definite chroabout, and it was
nological proseldom that he
gramme ; that he
knew until the
would like to wanmoment of beginder about, picking
ning ; then
he
up this point and
went d r i f t i n g
t h a t , as memamong
episodes,
ory or f a n c y
incidents, and peprompted, without
riods in his irreany particular biosponsible fashion
graphical order. I
—the fashion of
could also suggest
table - conversasubjects for dictation, as he said—
tion, and ask parthe methodleas
DICTATING HIS AUTOBIOGRAPHY AT DUBLIN, N. H
ticulars of any
method of the huspecial episode or
man mind,
period. I believe
It was not for several weeks that I
this covered the whole arrangement,
which did not require more than five began to realize that these marvelous
minutes, and we set to work without reminiscences bore only an atmospheric
relation to history; that they were aspects
further prologue.
H e dictated that morning of matters of biography rather than its veritable
connected with the history of the Corn- narrative, and built largely—sometimes
stock mine; then he drifted back to his wholly—from an imagination that, with
childhood, returning again to the more age, had dominated memory, creating demodern period, and closed, I think, with tails, even reversing them, yet with a
some comments on current affairs. Tt perfect sincerity of purpose on the part
was absorbingly interesting; his quaint, of the narrator to set down the literal and
unhurried fashion of speech, the uncon- unvarnished truth. I t was his constant
scious movement of his hands, the play effort to be frank and faithful to fact, to
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record, to confess, and (o condeiini without stint. If you wanted to know tin;
worst of Mark Twain you hud only to ask
him for it. He would give it, to the last
syllable—worse than the worst, for his
imagination would magnify it and adorn
it with new iniquities, and if he gave it
again, or a dozen times, he would improve
upon it each time, until the thread of
history was almost impossible to trace

whimsical admission, made once when he
realized his deviations:
" When I was younger I could remember anything, whether it happened or not;
but I am getting old, and soon I shall remember only the latter."
I do not wish to say, by any means,
that his so-called autobiography is a mere
fairy tale. It is far from that. It is
amazingly truthful in the character-picture it presents of the man himself. It is only not reliable—
and it is sometimes even unjust—as detailed history. Yet,
curiously enough, there were
occasional chapters that were
photographically exact, and
fitted precisely with the more
positive, if less picturesque,
materials. It is also true that
such chapters were likely to be
episodes intrinsically so perfect
as not to require the touch of
art.
In the talks which we usually had when the dictations were
ended and the stenographer
had gone, I gathered much that
MARK TWAIN AND MR. PAINK PLAYING BILLIARDS
was of still greater value. Imagination was temporarily disthrough the marvel of that fabric; and possessed, as it were, and whether exhe would do the same for another person pounding some theory or summarizing
just as willingly. Those vividly real per- some event, he eared little for literary
sonalities that he marched and counter- effect, and only for the idea and the
marched before us were the most con- moment immediately present.
vincing creatures in the world, the most
I t was at such times that he allowed
entertaining, the most excruciatingly me to make those inquiries we had
humorous, or wicked, or tragic; but, alas, planned in the beginning, and which apthey were not always safe to include in parently had little place in the dictations
a record that must bear a certain sem- themselves. Sometimes I led him to
blance to history. They often disagreed speak of the genesis of his various books,
in their performance, and even in their how he had come to write them, and I
characters, with the documents in the think there was not a single case where
next room, as I learned by and by when later I did not find his memory of these
those records, disentangled, began to re- matters almost exactly in accord with
build the structure of the years.
the letters of the moment, written to
His gift of dramatization had been Howells or Twichell, or to some member
exercised too long to be discarded now. of his family. Such reminiscence was
The things he told of Mrs. Clemens and usually followed by some vigorous burst
of Susy were true—marvelously and beau- of human philosophy, often too vigorous
tifully true, in spirit and in aspect—and for print, too human, but as dazzling as
the actual detail of these mattered little a searchlight in its revelation.
in such a record. The rest was history
When spring came — May — the New
only as Roughing It is history, or the York house was closed, and the dictations
Tramp Abroad; that is to say, it was were continued at Dublin, New Hampfictional history, with fact as a starting- shire, at the Upton house, on the Monadpoint. To quote his own lovely and nock slope. There we worked on the
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long veranda facing our of tin' fairest
views in the world. I think.
The return to New York that autumn
marked the beginning' of my closer personal association with Mark Twain. Ho
was twenty-six years my senior, and the
discrepancy of experience and attainments was not measurable. With such
conditions friendship must be a deliberate
growth; something there must be to
bridge the dividing gulf. Truth requires
the confession that in this case the
bridge took a very solid, material form,
it being, in fact, nothing less than a
billiard-table*
It was a present from Mrs. Henry H .
Rogers, and had been intended for his
Christmas; but when he heard of it he
could not wait, and suggested delicately
that if ho had it " right now " he could
begin using it sooner. So he went one
day with Mr. Rogers to the billiard warerooms, and they selected a handsome
combination table suitable to all games—
the best that money could buy. H e was
greatly excited over the prospect, and his
former bedroom was carefully measured,
to make certain that it was large enough
for billiard purposes. Then his bed was
moved into the study, and the bookeases and certain appropriate pictures
were placed and hung in the billiardroom to give it the proper feeling.
The billiard-table arrived and was put
in place, the brilliant green cloth in contrast with the rich red wall-paper and the
book-bindings and pictures making the
room wonderfully handsome and inviting.
Meantime, Clemens, with one of his
sudden impulses, had conceived the notion of spending the winter in Egypt, on
the Nile. He had gone so far, within a
few hours after the idea developed, as
to plan the time of his departure, and to
partially engage a traveling secretary, so
that he might continue his dictations.
He was quite full of the idea just at the
moment when the billiard-table was being installed. He had sent for a book
on the subject—the letters of Lady Dufffrordon, whose daughter, Janet Ross, had
hecome a dear friend in Florence during
the Viviani days. H e spoke of this new
* Mr. Clemens had been without a billiardtable since 1891, the old one having heen
disposed of on the departure from Hartford.

920

purpose on the morning when we renewed the New York dictations, a month
or more following the return from .Dublin. When the dictation ended he said:
'• Have you any special place to lunch
to-day?"
I replied that I had not.
"' Lunch here," he said, " and we'll try
the new billiard-table."
I said what was eminently true—that
I could not play—that I had never played
more than a few games of pool, and those
very long ago.
" No matter," he answered; " the poorer
you play, the better I shall like it."
So I remained for luncheon, and we
began, November 2d. the first game ever
played on the Christmas table. We
played the English game, in which caroms
and pockets both count. I had a beginner's luck, an the whole, and I remember
it as a riotous, rollicking game, the beginning of a closer understanding between us — of a distinct epoch in our
association. When it was ended he said:
'' I'm not going to Egypt. There was
a man here yesterday afternoon who said
it was bad for bronchitis, and, besides,
it's too far away from this billiard-table."
He suggested that I come back in the
evening and play some more. I did so,
and the game lasted until after midnight.
After that the morning dictations became a secondary interest. Like a boy,
he was looking forward to the afternoon
of play, and it never seemed to eome
quickly enough to suit him. I remained
regularly for luncheon, and he was inclined to cut the courses short, that he
might the sooner get up-stairs to the
billiard-room. His earlier habit of not
eating in the middle of the day continued ; but he would get up and dress,
and walk about the dining-room in his
old fashion, talking that marvelous, marvelous talk which I was always trying
to remember, and with only fractional
success at best. To him it was only a
method of killing time. I remember
once, when he had been discussing with
great earnestness the Japanese question,
he suddenly noticed that the luncheon
was about ending, and he said:
" Now we'll proceed to more serious
matters—it's your shot." And he was
quite serious, for the green cloth and the
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rolling balls afforded him a much larger
interest.
Naturally enough, with continued practice I improved my game, and he reduced my odds accordingly. He was
willing to be beaten, but not too often.
Like any other boy, he preferred to have
the balance in his favor. We sot down
a record of the games, and he went to
bed happier if the tally-sheet showed him
winner.
I t was natural, too, that an intimacy
of association and of personal interest
should grow under such conditions—to
me a precious boon—and I wish here to
record my own boundless gratitude to
Mrs. Rogers for her gift, which, whatever it meant to him, meant so much
more to me. The disparity of ages no
longer existed; other discrepancies no
longer mattered. The pleasant land of
play is a democracy where such things
do not count.
We celebrated his seventy-first birthday by playing billiards all day. H e invented a new game for the occasion, inventing rules for it with almost every
shot.
Tt happened that no member of the
family was at home on this birthday. Ill
health had banished every one, even the
secretary. Flowers, telegrams, and congratulations came, and there was a string
of callers; but he saw no one beyond some
intimate friends—the Gilders—late in the
afternoon. When they had gone we went
down to dinner. We were entirely alone,
and I felt the great honor of being his
only guest on such an occasion. Once
between the courses, when he rose, as
usual, to walk about, he wandered into
the drawing-room, and, seating himself
at the orchestrelle, began to play the beautiful flower-song from " Faust." I t was a
thing I had not seen him do before, and
I never saw him do it again. When he
came back to the table he said:
" Speaking of companions of the long
ago, after fifty years they become only
shadows and might as well bo in the
grave. Only those whom one has really
loved mean anything at all. Of my playmates I recall John Briggs, John Garth,
and Laura Hawkins—just those three;
the rest I buried long ago. and memory
cannot even find their graves."
H e was in his loveliest humor all that

MAGAZINE

day and evening; and that night, when
he stopped playing, he said:
" I have never had a pleasanter day at
this game."
I answered, " I hope ten years from
to-night we shall still be playing it."
"Yes," he said, "still playing the best
game on earth."
With the summer of 1908 came Mark
Twain's removal to Stormfield, the new
home which he had built at Redding,
Connecticut. My own homo was near by,
and I visited him daily. At first I went
up only for the afternoon; but during
the second summer, when his health began to fail, and he expressed a wish for
companionship evenings, I remained most
of the nights as well. Our rooms were
separated only by a bath-room; and as
neither of us was much given to sleep,
there was likely to be talk or reading
aloud at almost any hour when both were
awake. In the very early morning I
would usually slip in, softly, sometimes
to find him propped up against his pillows sound asleep, his glasses on, the
reading-lamp blazing away as it usually
did, day or night; but as often as not he
was awake, and would have some new
plan or idea of which he was eager to be
delivered, and there was always interest,
and nearly always amusement, in it, even
if it happened to be three in the morning or earlier.
Sometimes, when ho thought it time
for me to be stirring, he would call softly,
but loudly enough for me to hear if
awake; and I would go in, and we would
settle again problems of life and death
and science, or. rather, he would settle
them while I dropped in a remark here
and there, merely to hold the matter a
little longer in solution.
Pains in his breast came with a good
deal of frequency as the summer advanced ; also they became more severe.
Dr. Edward Quintard came up from New
York, and did not hesitate to say that
the trouble proceeded chiefly from the
heart, and counseled diminished smoking,
with, less active exercise, advising particularly against Clemens's lifetime habit
of lightly skipping up and down stairs.
There was no prohibition as to billiards, however, or leisurely walking,
and we played pretty steadily through
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those peaceful summer days, and often
took a walk down into the meadows, when
it was not too warm or windy.
We were alone together most of the
time. He did not appear to care for
company that summer. Clara Clemens
had a concert tour in prospect, and her
father, eager for her success, encouraged
her to devote a large part of her time
to study. For Jean, who was in love
with every form of outdoor and animal
life, he had established headquarters in
a vacant farm-house on one corner of the
estate, where she had collected some
stock and poultry, and was overflowmgly happy. Ossip Gabrilowitsch was a
guest in the house a good portion of the
summer, but had been invalided through
severe surgical operations, and for a
long time rarely appeared, even at mealtimes. So it came about that there
could hardly have been a closer daily
companionship than was ours during
this the last year of Mark Twain's life.
For me, of course, nothing can ever be
like it again in this world. One is not
likely to associate twice with a being
from another star.
He had, by the way, a curious interest
in astronomy—marvel astronomy. He
had no real knowledge of the subject,
and I had none of any kind, which made
its ungraspable facts all the more thrilling. H e was always thrown into a sort
of ecstasy by the unthinkable distances
of space — the supreme drama of the
universe. The fact that Alpha Centauri was twenty-five trillions of miles
away—two hundred and fifty thousand
times the distance of our own remote
sun, and that our solar system was
traveling, as a whole, toward the bright
star Vega, in the constellation of Lyra,
at the rate of forty-four miles a second,
yet would be thousands upon thousands
of years reaching its destination, fairlyenraptured him.
The astronomical light-year—that is
to say, the distance which light travels
in a year—was one of the things which
he loved to contemplate; but he declared
that no two authorities ever figured it
alike, and that he was going to figure
it for himself. I came in one morning,
to find that he had covered several sheets
of paper with almost interminable rows
of ciphers, and with a result, to him at
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least, entirely satisfactory. I am quite
certain that he was prouder of those
figures and their enormous aggregate
than if he had just completed an immortal tale; and when he added that the
nearest fixed star — Alpha Ccntauri—
was between four and five light-years
distant from the earth, and that there
was no possible way to think that distance in miles or even any calculable
fraction of it, his glasses shone and his
hair was roached up as with the stimulation of these stupendous facts.
By and by he said:
" I came in with Halley's comet in
1835. I t is coming again next year, and
I expect to go out with it. I t will be
the greatest disappointment of my life
if I don't go out with Halley's comet.
The Almighty has said, no doubt: ' Now
here are these two unaccountable freaks;
they came in together, they must go out
together.' Oh! I am looking forward to
that." And a little later he added:
" I've got some kind of a heart disease, and Quintard won't tell me whether
it is the' kind that carries a man off in
an instant or keeps him lingering along
and suffering for twenty years or so. I
was in hopes that Quintard would tell
me that I was likely to drop dead any
minute; but he didn't. He only told me
that my blood-pressure was too strong.
H e didn't give me any schedule; but I
expect to go with Halley's comet."
I t was near the end of 1909 that Mark
Twain made a trip to Bermuda, returning to Stormfield for the holidays. How
fortunate it was that he did so! On the
morning of December 24th his youngest
daughter, Jean, died of heart failure.
The home seemed desolate now, and ten
days later he returned to the sunlight
and warmth of Bermuda. I remained
at Stormfield, which he wished kept
open and ready for his return.
Stormfield was solemn and empty
without Mark Twain; but he wrote by
every steamer, at first with his own hand,
and during the last week by the hand of
one of his enlisted secretaries — some
member of the Allen family — usually
Helen.* His letters were full of bright*The family of William H. Allen, American vice-consul. Mr. Clemens made their
house his home during these later visits.
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ness and pleasantry—always concerned
more or less with business matters,
though he was no longed disturbed by

frankly staled thai matters had become
very serious indeed. Mr. Clemens had
had some dangerous attacks, and the
them.
physicians considered his condition critFor a long time he made no mention ical.
of his illness; but on the 25th of March
These letters arrived April 1st.
I
he wrote something of his plans for went to New York at once and sailed
coming home. He had engaged passage next morning. Before sailing I conon the Bermudian. for April 23d, he sulted with Dr. Quintard, who provided
said; and he added:
me with some opiates and instructed me
But don't tell anybody. I don't want it in the use of the hypodermic needle.
known. I may have to go sooner if the He also joined me in a cablegram to the
pain in my breast does not mend its ways Gabrilowitsches, then in Italy, advising
pretty considerable. I don't want to die them to sail without delay.*
here, for this is an unkind place for a perI sent no word to Bermuda that T
son in that condition. I should have to lie was coming, and when on the second
in the undertaker's cellar until the ship
would remove me, & it is dark down there & morning I arrived at Hamilton I stepped
quickly ashore from the tender and hurunpleasant.
ried to Bay House. The doors were all
I confess that this letter, in spite of open, as they usually are in that summer
its light tone, made me uneasy, and I island, and no one was visible. I was
was tempted to sail for Bermuda to bring familiar with the place, and, without
him home. Three days later he wrote knocking, went through to the room
again:
occupied by Mark Twain. As I enI have been having a most uncomfortable tered T saw that he was alone, sitting
time for the past four days with that breast in a large chair, clad in the familiar
pain, which turns out to be an affection of
dressing-gown.
tlie heart, just as I originally suspected.
Bay House stands upon the water, and
The news from New York is to the effect
that non-bronchial weather has arrived there the morning light, reflected in at the
at last; therefore, if I can get my breast window, had an unusual quality. He
trouble in traveling condition I may sail for seemed unusually pale and gray; cerhome a week or two earlier than lias been tainly he was much thinner. I was too
proposed.
startled, for the moment, to say anything.
The same mail that brought this When he turned and saw me he seemed
brought a letter from Mr. Allen, who a little dazed.
" Why," he said,
holding out his hand,
"you didn't tell us
ItyA- •UAa^-,
you were coming."
" N o , " I said, " i t
is rather sudden. I
*-1 7 , o o o > o o n ° ° o
didn't quite like the
SS f O 'o0
sound of your last
0 Oo
letters."
^^6~fj
°d °, o d d , ooa
" But those were
not serious," he pro.000 t
eo 100,000,000
o<?
tested. " You should. n't have come on ma
) 00,000, d
40,000
account."
I said then that I
\£~OJ^
=o
<^-*
had come on my own
^~ >>X-a^J\t o o t ) O Ioo^oOjK^U**
-^^i^J-."y^^v.0.
account; that I had
At I
r T
.', ^.'
("^"it^-V-^)
^
/ oo. .
felt the need of recyAlf-<~^- Lfi~-f<-~—rx.s i><_o£^^e_e_ 1-1/ o-r T-fraot), ao<3 oaa^^U^,

c *<

i

f h i

^^ r^r^-'J*
PART OF M A R K
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* 0 s s i p Gabrilowitsch and Clara Clemens had been married
October 6, 1909.
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reation, and had decided to run down
and come home with him.
" That's—very—good," he said, in his
slow, gentle fashion. "Now I'm glad
to see you."
His breakfast came in and he ate with
appetite. When he had been shaved
and freshly propped up in his pillows
it seemed to me, after all, that I must
have been mistaken in thinking him so
changed. Certainly he was thinner, but
his color was fine, his eyes were bright;
he had no appearance of a man whose
life was believed to be in danger. He
told me then of the fierce attacks he had
gone through, how the pains had torn
at him, and how it had been necessary
for him to have hypodermic injections,
which he amusingly termed "hypnotic
injunctions" and " subcutaneous applications."
He had his humor out
of it, as of course he must have, even
though Death should stand there in person.
From Mr. and Mrs. Allen and from
the physician T learned how slender had
been his chances and how uncertain were
the days ahead. Mr. Allen had already
engaged passage on the Oceana for the
12th, and the one purpose now was to
get him physically in condition for the
trip.
I spent most of each day with him,
merely sitting by the bed and reading

while lie himself read or dozed. His
nights were wakeful—he found it easier
to sleep by day—and he liked to think
that some one was there. He became
interested in Hardy's Jude, and spoke
of it with high approval, urging me to
read it. He dwelt a good deal on the
morals of it, or rather on the lack of
them. H e followed the tale to the end,
finishing it the afternoon before we
sailed. It was his last continuous reading.
I noticed, when he slept, that his
breathing was difficult, and I could see
from day to day that he did not improve;
but each evening he would be gay and
lively, and he liked the entire family
to gather around, while he became really
hilarious over the various happenings of
the day.
Tt was only a few days before we sailed
that the very severe attacks returned.
The night of the Sth was a hard one.
The doctors were summoned, and it was
only after repeated injections of morphine that the pain had been eased.
When T returned in the early morning
he was sitting in his chair trying to sing,
after his old morning habit. He took
my hand and said :
" Well. I had a picturesque night.
Every pain I had was on exhibition."
He looked out of the window at the
sunlight on the bay and green-dotted
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islands. " ' Sparkling and bright in the
liquid light,' " he quoted. " That's Hoffman. Anything left of Hoffman ?"
" No," 1 said.
" I must watch for the Bermudian and
see if she salutes," he said, presently.
" The captain knows I am here sick, and
he blows two short whistles just as they
come up behind that little island. Those
are for me."
He had taken his seat by the window
to watch for the arriving vessel. She
came down the bay presently, her brightred stacks towering vividly above the
green island. It was a brilliant morning,
the sky and the water a marvelous blue.
He watched her anxiously and without
speaking. Suddenly there were two white
puffs of steam, and two short, hoarse
notes went up from her.
" Those are for me," lie said, his face
full of contentment. " Captain Eraser
does not forget me."
There followed another bad night.
My room was only a little distance away,
and Claude, his valet, came for me. I
do not think any of us thought he would
survive it; but he slept at last, or at least
dozed. In the morning ho said:
" That breast pain stands watch all
night and the short breath all day. I
am losing enough sleep to supply a wornout army. I want a jugful of that hypnotic injunction every night and every
morning."
We began to fear now that he would
not be able to sail on the 12th; but by
great good fortune he had wonderfully
improved by the 11th, so much so that I
began to believe, if once he could be in
Stormfiold, where the air was more vigorous, he might easily survive the summer.
The humid atmosphere of the season increased the difficulty of his breathing.
Mr. Allen had chartered a special tug
to come to Bay House landing in the
morning and take him to the ship. H e
was carried in a little hand-chair to the
tug, and all the way out he seemed lightspirited, anything but an invalid. The
sailors carried him again in the chair to
his state-room, and he bade those dear
Bermuda friends good-by, and we sailed
away.
As long as I remember anything I shall
remember the forty-eight hours of that
homeward voyage. I t was a brief two
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days as time is measured; but as time
is lived it has taken its place among
those unmeasured periods by the side of
which even years do not count.
At first he seemed quite his natural
self, and asked for a catalogue of the
ship's library, and selected some memoirs
for his reading. He asked also for the
second volume of Carlyle's French Revolution, which he had with him. But
we ran immediately into the more humid,
more oppressive air of the Gulf Stream,
and his breathing became at first difficult,
then next to impossible.
In spite of his suffering, two dominant
characteristics remained — the sense of
humor, and the tender consider consideration for another.
Once when the ship rolled and his hat
fell from the hook and made the circuit
of the cabin floor, he said:
" The ship is passing the hat."
Again he said:
" I am sorry for you, Paine, but I
can't help it—I can't hurry this dying
business. Can't you give me enough of
the hypnotic injunction to put an end
to me V
Somehow those two days and nights
went by. Once, when he was partially
relieved by the opiate, I slept, while
Claude watched; and again in the fading end of the last night, when we had
passed at length into the cold, bracing
Northern air, and breath had come back
to him, and with it sleep.
Relatives, physicians, and news-gatherers were at the dock, and an invalidcarriage had been provided, and a compartment secured on the afternoon express to Redding—the same train that
had taken him there two years before.
This was on Thursday, April 14, 1910.
Two days later Ossip and Clara. Gabrilowitsoh arrived. Clemens remained
fairly bright and comfortable during this ,
interval, though he clearly was not improving.
The news of his condition, everywhere •
published, brought great heaps of letters,
but he could not see them. A few messages were reported to him. At intervals
he read a little. Suetonius and Carlyle
lay on the bed beside him, and he would
pick them up as the spirit moved him
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Somewhat after midday, when Clara
and read a paragraph or a page. Sometimes, when I saw him thus—the high was by him, he roused up and took her
color still in his face, and the clear light hand, and seemed to speak with less efin his eyes—I said: " I t is not reality. fort.
He is not going to die." On Tuesday,
" Good-by," he said, and Dr. Quintard,
the 19th, he asked me to tell Clara to who was standing near, thought he
come and sing for him. I t was a heavy added: " If we meet "—but the words
requirement, but she somehow found were very faint. He looked at her for
strength to sing some
of the Scotch airs
which he loved, and
he seemed soothed and
comforted. When she
came away he bade her
good-by, saying that
he might not see her
again.
But he l i n g e r e d
through the next day
and the next.
ITis
mind was wandering
a little on Wednesday,
and his speech became
less and less articuMARK TWAIN'S LAST WRITING: A REQUEST
late; but there were
FOR H IS SPECTACLES AND A GLASS PITCHER
intervals when he was
quite clear, quite vigorous, and he ap- a little while, without speaking, then he
parently suffered little. We did not know sank into a doze, and from it passed into
it then, but the mysterious messenger of a deeper slumber, and did not heed us
his birth-year, so long anticipated by him, any more.
appeared that night in the sky.*
Through that peaceful spring afternoon the life-wave ebbed lower and lower.
On Thursday morning, the 21st, his It was about half-past six, and the sun
mind was generally clear, and it was said lay just on the horizon, when Dr. Quinby the nurses that he read a little from tard noticed that the breathing, which
one of the volumes on his bed, from the had gradually become more subdued,
Suetonius or from one of the volumes broke a little. There was no suggestion
of Carlyle. Early in the forenoon he of any struggle. The noble head turned
sent word by Clara that he wished to a little to one side, there was a fluttering
see me, and when I came in he spoke of sigh, and the breath that had been untwo unfinished manuscripts which he ceasing through seventy-four tumultuous
wished me to " throw away," as he briefly years had stopped forever.
expressed it, for he had not many words
He had entered into the estate envied
left now. I assured him that I would so long. I n his own words—the words
take care of them, and he pressed my of one of his latest memoranda:
hand. It was his last word to me.
" H e had arrived at the dignity of
Once or twice that morning he tried death—the only earthly dignity that is
to write some request which he could not not artificial—the only safe one. The
put into intelligible words. And once others are traps that can beguile to
he spoke to Gabrilowitsch, who, he said, humiliation.
could understand him better than the
" Death—the only immortal who treats
others. Most of the time he dozed.
us all alike, whose pity and whose peace
and whose refuge are for all—the soiled
!
* The perihelion of Halley's comet for
1835 was November 16th; for 1910 it was and the pure—the rich and the poor—
the loved and the unloved."
April 20th.
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An Educated Lady
BY FORREST
H E was his. And what a heart-siege
it had taken to make her his own!
All the Irish ardor, wit, readiness,
and chivalry that had ever reddened a
drop of Beamish blood, and all the cunning', prudence, and constancy that his
Welsh mother had given him as a heritage, had gone into that winning.
But now the law, the church, and society decreed that she was securely his.
There was another way of putting this
wonderful fact—the way Danny put it
on his way home from work one Saturday
shortly after his wedding:
" An educated lady, married to a journeyman bricklayer! A school-mistress,
the wife of a graduate hod-carrier who
hasn't quite got the smell of cabin peatfire out of his skin!"
As the car rattled and lurched along
Cottage Grove Avenue, the incidents of
the closed siege came vividly before
him—the adoration that had leaped up
within him at that first meeting at the
Neighborhood House dance and all the
meetings that followed.
" To look back over it," he reflected,
" makes my bones ache and my heart
thump as they did that day when I carried my first hod up the scaffolding on
the Bonnie Brae apartments. But she's
mine now."
He flipped from the car and hurried
eagerly along, thinking gaily that nobody who saw his lime-whitened clothes
would suspect him of being the husband
of an educated lady who might have accepted the hand of a school principal
or a college professor without marrying
above her station. But the miracle was
accomplished—she would be waiting for
him in their snug little flat, and he would
exchange the grimy regimentals of his
trade for the clothes of a gentleman. He
was not ashamed of his trade—he had
always made that plain to her—but he
didn't propose that she should ever be
shamed by it, either. That had been one
of the first lessons he had learned of his
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shrewd Welsh instincts. She had never
seen him in his work clothes until after
they were married—never seen him unshaven, or dressed in a mode that might
have suggested a speaking acquaintance
with a trowel and a mortar-board. " When
she finds a trace of lime in my hair she
can throw me down!" had been his resolve at the outset of his ambitious courtship.
He frowned slightly as he saw a short,
straight man and a cockey, wire-haired
dog waiting at the end of the path. These
days, anything that threatened to delay
his getting home to Bose was likely to
wrinkle his brows a bit, even if it did
mean more work.
" How's the terrier, Mr. Kane ?" he
asked, as he approached.
For a moment the man made no
answer; but he gave his questioner a
searching scrutiny with a pair of inordinately sharp eyes. At length he remarked:
"Danny, you're a wonder! How long
ago was it that I gave you that first job
of work?"
" About three years, sir."
:
' Just about — and every time you
opened your mouth then you sounded
like a Killarney wake working overtime.
You had a brogue with more bristles on
it than that Airedale's back. Now you
say ' t h e terrier' instead of ' t h e tarrier!'
A man who can smother brogue like
yours in that length of time has the
power to do almost anything he may
choose to tackle. And that isn't all
you've done, either. You've built yourself over, and done a fairly smooth job
of it, too. How'd you like to take a
building contract—a small one, to be
sure, but a starter just the same?"
" Do you think I could put it through ?"
asked Danny, no longer frowning.
" Do I ?" laughed the man, struggling
with the restive terrier. " Anybody that
could get away with the contract you
closed up at the church altar the other
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